
Product Specifications

Instructions For:
Mini Bamboo Rollup

Visible Graphic: 30cm*41cm
Total Graphic Print Size: 30cm*46cm
Bleed: Top and Bottom 3 cm
Material: Polypropylene Banner Media, PVC or Canvas

Product Parts

1 - Retractor Base
2 - Banner Rail
3 - Lower Support Pole
4 - Top Support Pole

Step 1
Take all parts out of the bag and place on a clean flat surface

Step 5
Lay the banner flat, printed 
side up. On the Base(1) you 
will find a leader with a stripe 
of adhesive. Firmly and evenly 
press the bottom/back of the 
banner onto the adhesive. 
Start from the middle and be 
sure to smooth out any 
bubbles or wrinkles. 

Step 6
Maintain tension on the banner 
while slowly removing the Pin 
from the Retractor Base (1). 
Allow the banner to gently roll 
into the base. **Save the pin for 
future graphics changes**

Note- When properly installed, the Support 
Arms (3) will bend pulling the banner taut. 
Installation of a banner smaller than the 
recommended size may cause permanent 
failure of the Display.

Step 7
Insert the Lower Support 
Pole (3) into the base and 
insert the Top Pole (4) as 
shown. 

Step 8
Gently pull the Banner 
rail (4) up and insert 
the Top Pole (2) into 
the back of the Banner 
Rail (2). Once set, your 
Display is complete. 
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Step 2
Slide out the banner rail insert from the 
bamboo rail. Remove backing strip from 
adhesive supplied on banner rail insert. 
Carefully line up Banner Rail Insert with 
the top of the banner (on the back) and 
press firmly. 

Step 3
Remove backing strip from the adhesive 
supplied on the other side of the rail insert. 
Fold the banner around the rail insert so that 
it makes a full turn. 

Step 4
Slide top of banner attached to the 
banner rail insert into the banner rail. 


